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About This Game

Riftwalker is a rogue-like tower defense in a world consumed by darkness, featuring rich backstory and endless, detailed
procedural levels. You play the role of a riftwalker in a scouting party sent to investigate a nearby missing star, but find more
than you were expecting - a civilization, or rather, what's left of it. It's your job to find out what happened and make sure the

threat never spreads to your world.

Features

Tower Defense like you've never seen before! Riftwalker takes the ambitious aim to redefine the genre.

 Rich procedural maps that develop as you progress through the game.

 A deep backstory that begs to be pieced together, delivered in bite-sized fragments.*

 Stunning visuals, that break free of the traditional mold surrounding tower defense games.

 Full 3D camera control, get close to the action with full 3D camera controls, allowing you to really be a part of the
action.

 A large upgrade tree that you build as you play the game, allowing your towers to follow your playstyle.*
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 Incredible music track that really helps immerse the player in the world of Riftwalker.

* Early access notes, some features will become available post-release and are subject to change. I'm being open with the
community as I don't want to disappoint anyone. The story is almost complete, however, I will only be introducing the story

fragments once I've polished up the game-play some more and released the upgrade tree as they will integrate with the upgrade
tree. In the meantime, there are clues to the story everywhere - without going into specific detail. The environment is being

designed with the story in mind. I hope you decide to be a part of the community and help shape the future of this incredible
game.
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Title: Riftwalker
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Deeplink Studios
Publisher:
Deeplink Studios
Franchise:
Riftwalker Universe
Release Date: 29 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Requires further testing

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 Card with at least 2GB vRAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Looks good so far. I will update this review as I get more hours played and when more updates will come out.. One of the best
Tower Defense games I have played in a long time, would recommend to anyone who enjoys strategy games. A nice fresh
approach to the TD genre.. Extremely unique TD game! Great concept and addictive gameplay. 100% recommend it to all
gamers, especially if you're looking for a time killer! Huge props to the dev.. This is obviously a very early access version of the
intended finished product. I would not give it a negative review, but it is not exactly a hearty recommendation.

At this time you seem to be able to play 3 maps in an endless mode. - I got to level 40 before I lost interest, albeit not without an
initial struggle in the early levels. I understand there is to be much more content and graded progress in the final version.

It took me about an hour to come to grips with the various aspects of the game - at this stage, it is not the most user friendly
game I have played. Once you sort out the details, it plays easy enough. A quick tutorial seems in order.

I love the graphics, setting and music in the game. With a bit of work, this could become a gem.
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